 Currently Available Inventory*  

**BIGGER STUFF**

**CR SYSTEMS**
- Fuji CSM – Multiplate Mammo CR
- Fuji 5000CR
- Agfa CR 25
- Carestream · POC140 (upgraded to Win 7)
- Carestream · Vita 45
- Viztek Version of Agfa 30X

**DR SYSTEMS**
- None at this time

**MAMMO X-RAY SYSTEMS**
- Lorad Etnity – Parts Only

**X-RAY ROOMS**
- 2007 Del Medical – HF/Elevating Table
- 2002 · Sedecal OHT 40KW
- 2005 – Del Medical (DRV OHT)

**PORTABLE X-RAY UNITS**
- DynaRad 110HF

**MOTORIZED VIEWERS**
- Mammolux 680 – for Mammography

**LITTLE STUFF**

**VIDAR FILM DIGITIZERS**
- Most units are factory refurbished
- Diagnostic Pro Advantage
- Cadpro – Mammography Units

**LASER PRINTERS**
- Agfa Axys Mammography Printer
- Fuji FM-DPL

**LCD HIGH RESOLUTION MONITORS**
- Non at this time

**FILM PROCESSORS**
- Agfa CP1000
- Konica SXR101 and SXR201

**PODIATRY X-RAY**
- X-Cel Podiatry System

**CHIROPRACTIC ADJUSTMENT TABLES**
- Many models
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